Roadmap to superior and profitable customer value delivery:
Revealing the fundamental skill sets used by best-practice firms to navigate
in the ‘new game’ landscape and reap the rewards of greater customer focus.
Prepared by Dr. Lynn W. Phillips, Managing Director, Reinventures
Executive educator, coach, and consultant to enterprises worldwide on sharpening their customer focus in
support of the successful execution of their global growth strategies. Former award-winning faculty at Stanford,
Harvard, Rice, Northwestern, and the University of California at Berkeley graduate schools of business

With increasing clarity, executives at historically successful, even dominant, enterprises all around the
world are coming to one undeniable conclusion: the market is exhibiting a “new normal” of stubbornly
low returns for players executing against old patterns. Not all are stymied by these conditions. Indeed, a
growing number of best-practice firms are “reading the tea leaves” and learning to reinvigorate markets
and avoid price-driven shoot outs with competitors in a rapidly changing “new game” landscape.
With a new customer-centric toolbox in hand, they are learning to overcome challenges that are perhaps
familiar to you and your business:
•

How do you enhance your ability to obtain deep customer insight into the unmet needs of the
often complex, multi-level customer communities that you serve? How can you “become” these
customers and “spend a day in their lives” to derive insights that transcend what can be gained by
simply asking customers what they want and need, or reading and responding to RFPs?

•

How do you create a client-driven culture across multiple functional agendas and lines of
business—one that can consistently choose a winning customer value proposition (CVP) and execute
a winning value delivery system (VDS) that profitably delivers this chosen CVP? And how can you
accomplish this based on imaginative customer insights which appeal to the multiple levels of a
targeted customer community, thereby increasing new product success and contract win-rates?

•

How do you create market-focused solutions that deliver supranormal profitable customer
value, surpassing what target customers can imagine on their own—and yet are robust vs. emerging
market trends and discontinuities?

In this brief whitepaper, we’ll reveal the roadmap and
explain the basic orienteering skills you’ll need to
answer these important questions.
Getting oriented: CVP and VDS explained.
The concepts are simple: Any business competes for
customers’ money and preferences by offering them
a combination of experiences and price in return for
buying into a relationship with it; that’s the customer
value proposition or CVP. In effect, any business
team pursuing any business opportunity says to its
targeted customers: “If you will do what we propose,
and give your business to us instead of others, here’s
what you’ll experience and how much you’ll pay.”
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What is a Customer Value Proposition (CVP)?
Customer Value Proposition: The combination of
experiences (benefits, tradeoffs, price) any business
delivers to its customers vs. competing alternatives.
Thus, your entire
enterprise is a “VDS”
(Value Delivery System),
that delivers a line-up of
“CVPs” (Customer Value
Propositions) to chosen
targeted market spaces
and customer segments.

Exhibit 1

The target customers ultimately decide which
CVP—that is, which combination of experiences and
price—they consider best when they decide where to
spend their money, and with whom they’ll forge their
relationships. Put another way, only when a business
stands for and delivers a superior CVP will it win
customers’ preferences and revenue. (see Exhibits 1,
previous page and 2)
Now, every business offers its customers a CVP. But
only the most customer-centric businesses build their
entire business around the best possible lineup of
CVPs, which they have worked hard to create. Sadly,
most businesses today do not start with what the
customer wants, but rather with what the business
wants. And so we would say that those businesses
are internally-driven, and not customer-centric. (see
Exhibit 3)
Regardless of its approach, any business is a
value delivery system, or VDS, delivering some
lineup of CVPs to targeted customers. The VDS is
the execution engine of the business; it is how the
promise of the CVP will be delivered. The value
delivery system, then, is the way to provide and
communicate the chosen CVP to the customer
community.
Just like the CVP, the VDS must be chosen,
designed, and planned; best practice dictates that
teams “think backward” from the experiences in
the CVP to design the VDS. Thus, designing the
VDS means thinking about how to deliver each
experience in the CVP—including product designs,
services, personnel, partnerships, websites, trade
shows, advertising, and other ways the business
communicates—all to deliver the chosen CVP. It
means identifying any new capabilities that the
business must develop or acquire, in order to put
the VDS into action. It also means making sure that
the whole collection of business activity will deliver a
profitable return—vastly superior to other options that
the business may have.
Indeed, only when the crucial questions of delivering
profitable customer value (see Exhibit 4) are
answered from an outside-in, customer-centric
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What is a Value Delivery System (VDS)?
Value Delivery System: How the chosen CVP is delivered.
The VDS is the vital core business execution
engine of any enterprise, and it includes all of
the products, services, assets, infrastructures,
partnerships, key functional activities/agendas,
etc. relevant to both profitably providing and
communicating the CVPs to all target segments.
Echoing the CVP in all functional actions.
choose
the cvp

provide
the cvp

communicate
the cvp

Exhibit 2

Changing to an ‘outside-in’
customer-centric mindset.
internally DriVen
inSiDE OuT: CrEaTE/SEll WhaT yOu arE GOOD aT

identify lucrative
customer segments

Create the
solution

Sell the
solution

Value DeliVery DriVen
OuTSiDE in: CrEaTE/SEll WhaT CuSTOmErS WanT

Choose
the CVP

Provide
the CVP

Communicate
the CVP
Exhibit 3

Value delivery logic for any business.
What market spaces should you target for growth?
What segments should you target in these spaces?
What CVPs should you offer these target segments?
What VDSs must you execute to deliver these CVPs?
Why does this VDS line-up make more $ than others?
What competencies are required to support these?
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perspective can the strategic architecture be put
in place for describing how a business intends
to win, dominate, and grow in a rapidly evolving
marketplace.

recognizing that different levels of
the chain require different CVPs.
Primary CVP
Customer

ProVide
CVP

Finding true north: Will the real customer(s)
please stand up?
A good question to ask, then, is “Who is the real
customer that the business is trying to deliver
superior profitable value to?” In fact, when you
think about how any business, its suppliers, its
intermediate customers, their customers, their
customers’ customers, and so on, are all connected,
it’s like a chain of VDSs. And so we call it the
“value-delivery chain.” (see Exhibit 5)
“Customer,” then, is not just one type of person or
business—rather, there are customer communities.
Even the user enterprises directly served by a
business contain by multiple people at different
levels, whose needs must understood. And these
enterprises, too, have customers, whose valuedelivery requirements must be carefully considered
if a business wants to deliver superior value. (see
Exhibit 6)
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Exhibit 5

Will the real customer please stand up?
mapping the customer community.
which enterprises to
target in what industries
and practice areas?
which businesses within
these enterprises?
which
stakeholders
at what levels
of these
enterprises and
businesses?

?

end users of our
products and services?

?

their customers internal
and external?

?

serviced in
partnership via
what distribution
channels, internal
and external?

buyers of our products
and services?

Certainly not all customers are homogeneous in
terms of what they want and need from a business.
The key to uncovering growth opportunities rests
on the ability of business teams to recognize their
strategic options in any market by dividing up a
market space into groups of customers with similar value-delivery requirements.

?

senior strategic
sponsors and
governance/
oversight bodies?

?

Etc.

Exhibit 6

When dealing with complex customer communities, insightful business teams can gain leverage by
keeping abreast of the objectives, agendas, and desires of a host of what we call off-line players. We
say that they’re off-line, because they hover above and influence the main or in-line value chain. These
“off-line entities” include regulatory bodies, journalists, industry analysts, consumer advocates, trade
associations, certification bodies, etc. Clearly, this is not a simple job. Still, for a business team to find
new opportunities for growth, they must often study and find opportunities in the unexplored links in the
customer value-delivery chain—before a competitor does!
Reading signs along the way by “becoming the customer”..
While all businesses propose some CVP and VDS (whether their leaders realize it or not), only the
most customer-centric businesses consistently choose and deliver superior CVPs and VDSs, based
on an imaginative understanding of the customers’ needs. And this can’t be done by simply calling the
customers and asking them what they want.
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Instead, customer-centric businesses choose
and deliver superior CVPs by “becoming their
customers.” That is, they imagine what it is like to
live a day of the customer’s life, and then invent
creative solutions to customers’ problems—which
can be offered as experiences in the CVP. The
entire business then works to help the target
customers to see how their lives would be different
working with it in the future—and how this “tobe world” would be better than it would with any
competing alternative. These inventive CVPs and
VDSs go far beyond what customers can imagine
by themselves—or what they’d say if they were
simply asked, “What do you want?” (see Exhibit)

What is DiTlOC?

IT
BD
HR
Ops
R&D
Mktg
Sales
Legal
Etc.

DitlOC: Day-in-The-life Of Customers Study.
it’s the best-practice methodology used
by multifunctional business teams.
it’s how they vicariously “live the life” of
their targeted customer communities.
it’s how they creatively infer winning
CVPs and VDSs that transcend what
targeted customers can imagine—much
less request—on their own.
DiTlOC
Video 1
Video 2
‘as-is’ vs. ‘To-Be’

Exhibit 7

Therefore, when you “spend a day in the life” of
any target customers, you need to probe for scenes which show their objectives, what they are doing to
accomplish them today, their key workflows, processes, constraints, decision-making protocols, etc.—all
with an eye toward uncovering ways in which their lives are imperfect today and could be, potentially,
improved by your business. (see Exhibit 8)
Although there are many ways to observe and study
customers, we commonly help business teams to
conduct intense day-in-the-life-of-the-customer, or
DITLOC, interviews. These are not sales pitches
or marketing surveys, but rather encounters during
which teams ask questions such as:
•
•

What’s the value your business is trying to
deliver to its customers?
What are your objectives and metrics for
success?

is your multi-functional, cross-business
team really doing the DiTlOC* right?
To reveal opportunities to deliver profitable value...
Focus in on the total customer
community or VDC*: agendas
Their VP

Decision
Protocols
Suboptimal
Events

Capture, bring
back ‘scenes’:

e
valu

incidences

Their VDS
Pressures

Objectives

Constraints
Shortfalls

Who’s there?

Workflows

What’s problematic?

What’s happening?

etc.

Processes
etc.

What’s the impact?

•

What are your doing today to fulfill these
objectives?

•

How well are your succeeding?

•

What is imperfect in your situation?

•

How often do these imperfect events and processes occur—and with what economic, emotional,
political, etc. consequences of value?

Focus on what’s happening and what’s changing in
customers’ lives vs. asking customers what they want.
*ditloc=day-in-the-life of customers vdc= value delivery chain

Exhibit 8

These DITLOC interviews are conducted with an eye toward uncovering opportunities for offering the
customers that populate a given community an improved experience scenario. Best-practice business
teams are able to think like “business doctors,” diagnosing their “patients,” identifying problems they often
can’t recognize or describe—and then devising ways to solve them that they could never have imagined
on their own.
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It’s helpful to think of the process in terms of two different imaginary videos. “Video 1” depicts all of
the as-is scenes in the customer’s life today; whereas “Video 2” depicts a to-be world, in which your
business’ products, services, and solutions offer an improved scenario from the “Video 1” reality that
customers are enduring today.
Staying the course: Turning insights into
winning CVPs and VDSs.
Once your team has sufficiently explored and
considered “Video 1” and “Video 2,” it’s time to
begin reaping the rewards of all of your hard work
by sitting down with your team and architecting a
draft CVP, one that answers all of the vital questions
posed in Exhibit 9.
How do you get to the answers to these questions—
indeed, get to solutions that are well beyond the
ability of the customer to imagine, much less
ask for? You make them up! The critical point
here is that you and your team members are the
professionals, the experts in devising solutions to
the customers’ problems, leveraging your unique
domain expertise. Now it’s up to you to imagine how
these solutions could be delivered so they improve
the lives of those you target, helping them to better
or more easily achieve their goals.

A complete CVP for a targeted market
space/segment answers the following:
1. Time Frame?
Has your business
chosen and committed
to a complete CVP that
answers these questions?

2. Target segment?
3. DITLOC profile?
4. What we want?
5. Best alternatives?
6. Value vs. alternatives?

TRADEOFFS
CVP=Customer Value ProPosition

VDs=Value DeliVery system

PriCe

DitloC=Day-in-the-life of Customers

Exhibit 9

Designing the VDS for a targeted market
space/segment so it answers the following:
1. how will each of the CVP
experiences be delivered?
•Provided?
•Communicated?

And don’t stop there: Use the talent of your group
to write down explicitly what would be required to
deliver your newly-minted CVP to the customers it
targets in the form of a value delivery system, or
VDS, by carefully considering and responding to all
of the questions in Exhibit 10.

•Price justified?
2. Supporting organizational infrastructure?
3. new capabilities needed?
4. Expected revenues?
5. Expected costs?
6. net profit impact on the Enterprise?

Begin your journey, now, to becoming more
customer centric.

Exhibit 10

So, there it is—the roadmap you can use to pursue an “outside-in” transformation of your team’s capacity
to deliver superior and profitable value to critical, targeted segments of your market space—something
that is among the most important strategic and executional challenges that any business faces today.
And make no mistake: This is no academic exercise. To the contrary: Aligning around a lineup of superior
CVPs which the business is committed to executing is the key to driving profitable growth, turbocharging
customer-centric innovation, and fighting off commoditization in today’s protean marketplace.
We hope this gives you a good overview of the core concepts to be mastered in customer experience
engineering and the delivery of winning customer value propositions.
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Glossary
Customer centricity: Using customer insights to creatively infer superior solutions that measurably
improve customers’ lives.
CVP: Customer value proposition. The combination of experiences—including benefits, trade-offs, and
equal experiences—and price that any business delivers to its customers vs. competing alternatives.
A CVP must answer six basic questions:
1. What is the intended time-frame for this CVP?
2. What is the intended customer segment targeted by this CVP?
3. What do we want the target customers in this segment to do?
4. What are the best perceived alternatives for these target customers, besides doing business with
us?
5. What are the end-result experiences these customers will get if they do what we propose, in
comparison to their best perceived alternatives? These include benefits, trade-offs, and equal
experiences.
6. What is the price that target customers must pay to get these experiences from our company,
compared to their best perceived alternatives?
DITLOC: Day-in-the-life-of-customers study. This is the best-practice methodology by which
multifunctional business teams “live the life” of their targeted customer communities, and creatively infer
winning CVPs and VDSs that go beyond what customers can imagine or request on their own.
Value transformation: A company’s strategic intent to dramatically improve the capacity of the
enterprise to choose and then consistently deliver superior, profitable customer value in a rapidlychanging “new-game” (that is, marked by new-style changes) competitive landscape.
VDS: Value delivery system. The way the chosen CVP is provided and communicated. It is the core
business execution engine of any enterprise, and it includes all of its products, services, assets,
infrastructures, partnerships, key functional activities/agendas, etc.
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